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Volunteering in the 21st Century 
by Michelle Raysor 
 

As an American society we have mastered 
the idea of work.  We are a society that 
understands if you don’t work, you can’t eat.  
Work definitely has its benefits; we pay bills, 
by material goods, purchase homes, and 
even go on vacations, and all of the other 
things we do. 
However, volunteering is unique with 
tremendous rewards on all levels.  According 
to Merriam Webster a volunteer is “a person 
who expresses a willingness to undertake a 
service. It means that a person has to be 
willing.  Being a volunteer means that you 
are offering something – something that is 
not required nor is it an obligation. You do 
not volunteer for the pursuit of monetary 
gain or recognition. You volunteer because 
the optimist inside you believes that you can 
add value to someone else’s life. You 
understand that you are helping. You see 
that your time is worth it. You believe that 
you are capable of inciting change and 
making progress.  
 
In some way, large or small, you are capable 
of doing good. Social responsibility is often a 
driving force when it comes to volunteerism. 
Empathy and awareness simply come along 
with the territory.  Most of the time, 
to volunteer means that you are working side 
by side with other volunteers.   This connects 
you to other human beings as you are 
working toward a common goal.  When you 

volunteer, you are making connections. You 
are connected with the community. 

Believe me; you are connected with the 
problem as well as the solution. You are 
connected to a process – a process in which 
you believe in.  

This is a word of encouragement and 
inspiration to volunteers everywhere.  Your 
work is priceless.  In the words of the now 
deceased civil rights leader Dr. Martin Luther 
King, “Everybody can be great because 
anybody can serve. You don’t have to have a 
college degree to serve.  You don’t have to 
make your subject and your verb agree to 
serve…. You don’t have to know the second 
theory of thermodynamics in physics to 
serve. You only need a heart full of grace. A 
soul generated by love.” 

 

We welcome volunteers to serve in many 
capacities.  If you are interested contact us 
and know that “what you make happen for 
someone else is definitely going to happen 
for you in unimaginable ways.   

          
                             

Who then can so softly bind up the    wound of 
another as he who has felt the same wound 
himself.                      -- Thomas Jefferson 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

January 2017 
John Hershey from Mentor New York was the 
workshop facilitator; He created a challenging 
and thought provoking session. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CFP Volunteer Joyce Roach  
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From the Desk of Vision 
by Michelle Raysor 

 

This is an exciting time at Connecting For 
Purpose and also a time to remain focused 
and strategic in ways to provide community 
and human services to the individuals that 
we serve.  Self-Sufficiency is not a thing of 
the past, but it is a tangible and accessible 
goal to strive for.  The good news is there  
are many different pathways to accomplish 
set goals.  It is important to understand the 
role mentoring plays in the process. I believe 
everyone needs a mentor in both the secular 
and religious worlds; a trusted guide usually 
more experienced and qualified than the 
‘mentee’; often a senior person in the 
organization who can pass on knowledge, 
experience and open doors to otherwise out-
of-reach opportunities.   
 
The initial eligibility requirement to obtain a 
mentor is to have a desire to excel, do things 
differently, learn, and more importantly to 
be open to the support and guidance offered 
by a mentor.  I always teach that we are 
mentoring others all the time in both formal 
and informal ways.  There is also the 
possibility to be mentored from a far off; 
meaning we can become acquainted with an 
individual’s profession and contributions 
through books, webinars, published writings, 
and live conferences, etc. and incorporate 
what we learn into our lives.   
 
Bill Russell played center for the Boston 
Celtics from 1956 to 1969 and his experience 
with mentoring is certainly unique, but not 
impossible.  He credits his mother as being 
his greatest mentor.  “My mother taught me 
to stand up for myself, to use my brainpower 
on my behalf,” he said.  Russell’s mother died 
when he was twelve, but he continued to live 
through her guidance.  “More strongly than 
ever, she stayed with me–in my thoughts, 
my goals, my aspirations….her presence, her 
teachings, remained with me when she was 

not around .” 
 
 Oprah Winfrey expresses her gratitude for 
being mentored by the late Maya Angelou, 
Oprah stated “she was there for me always, 
guiding me through some of the most 
important years of my life,”  and “mentors 
are important and I don’t think anybody 
makes it in the world without some form of 
mentorship,”.   

          
Mark Zuckerberg Facebook CEO was mentored 
by former Apple Inc.CEO the late Steve Jobs.   

 

Mark Zuckerberg actually posted on his 
Facebook page when Steve passed away; 
“Steve, thank you for being a mentor and a 
friend. Thanks for showing that what you  
build can change the world. I will miss you.”  
All of us have been and are still being 
mentored.  Sometimes we just don’t realize it 
until later on in life.   When life shows up we 
have built in mechanisms that cause us to 
garner all of our resources, and we actually do 
get through the situation.  It is during these 
times that things others have said begin to 
make sense.  We are survivors because of 
the people in our lives who actually 
survived.  They showed us, taught us, and 
mentored us to be able to be realists who 
quickly recognize the seriousness of a 
situation, rather than becoming stuck in 
denial, they showed us how to become 
focused upon what we needed to do to 
survive, rather than complaining about 
everything.   
Today I acknowledge every person that 
directly or indirectly mentored me.  It took 
some doing, but I can say it certainly is paying 
off.  It all started when you were a child and 
uttered “ I want to be like ______ when I grow 
up; you fill in the blank, that’s when you first 
acknowledged that you were being mentored; 
good bad or indifferent.   

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pathways For Recovery 
 
The entire recovery movement has pulled 
together all resources including some of the 
great pioneers for recovery and the decision 
is unanimous…Recovery encompasses an 
individual’s whole life, including mind, body, 
spirit, and community. People can recover 
individually, with family, or in their 
communities.  There is no cookie cutter, one 
size fits all solution.  Every individual needs a 
more wholistic approach which takes into    

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Michelle Raysor, CFP CEO 

 
 consideration who he or she is and what is really 
needed to succeed.  Ultimately this is each 
person’s own journey and we have basically been 
given permission by the individual to accompany 
or assist them as they progress in what he or she 
believes is beneficial for successful outcomes in 
life.    
Some Common Pathways Include: 
 

 Peer recovery support services: 
nonclinical, peer-led services such as 
recovery coaching and peer-led support 
groups. 

 Faith-based support: approaches 
grounded in a religion or faith tradition. 

 Medication-assisted recovery: recovery 
supported by prescription medication 
such as methadone or buprenorphine. 

 Managed use model: strategies to help 
individuals manage their drug use to 
minimize harmful consequences (e.g., 
overdose, sexually transmitted 
infections). 

 Inpatient treatment: residential 
programs that include medical, 
therapeutic, and social supports   

 Mutual-aid societies: secular groups 
often formed around gender identity 
(e.g., women, LGBTQ) or a common 
social experience  

 Culturally specific paths to recovery: 
recovery shaped by culturally defined 
practices such as the Native American 
Wellbriety Movement. 

 
These are just some of the pathways to recovery.  
Who knows, you may have tried one thing, then 
another way and it didn’t turn out quite like you 
hope; but “the third time may be the charm”.
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Workshops 

                                                                                                                              March 18, 2017 
          January 2017 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Thank you so much to everyone who 
attended      the workshop on Saturday 
January 21, 2017. The involvement and 
participation was very exciting and 
encouraging.  A high level of passion and 
commitment to serving others was 
definitely evident. 
 
Kudos to John Hershey the workshop 
facilitator from Mentor New York; He 
created a challenging and thought 
provoking workshop environment.  
As we move towards ongoing preparedness 
to mentor and provide other wrap around 
services to the populations we serve,  
volunteers  are provided monthly 
workshops and training sessions leading to 
a 30 Certificate for Core Mentoring 

Training.  . 
 

     

 
The February 18, 2017 Workshop was 

fantastic.  Your enthusiasm and high level of 
motivation was evident.  The workshop was 
held at the South Country Library in Bellport.  
The workshop presenter was none other 
than Michelle Raysor, founder and president 
of Connecting For Purpose Mentoring and 
Re-Entry Program.  Michelle took us through 
a strategic and convincing discourse as to 
“Why Mentoring Matters” reiterating the 
fact that “Everyone Needs a Mentor”. 
 
Finally, introducing the theory of “Narrative 
Identity”, and catapulting the audience into 
how it is possible to reconstruct our personal 
and internalized evolving life story, by 
integrating the reconstructed past and 
imagined future to provide life with some 
degree of unity and purpose.   Narrative 
Identity theory emphasizes personal growth 
and happiness: in order to mentor continual 
growth and self-awareness.. 
 
February 2017 

 
 

… 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                          Judith Montauban 
 
 

 
     Judith Montauban was the March 2017 workshop 

presenter and the audience was captivated as 
she shared information and insight regarding 
following your dream and being passionate 
about it.   Judith is a third generation       

     granddaughter as well a daughter of Immigrants 
      from Haiti; a heritage that fuels her motivation 

for social justice, community, grassroots, and 
leadership initiatives. At the heart of all the work 
that she does her family life is the driving force of 
her motivation.  Judith’s church family is (CCC) 
Christian Cultural Center.  

 
Judith started working in the Human Service 
 field in 1998 concentrating in the area of 
addiction.  She is a credentialed alcohol and 
substance abuse counselor (CASAC); and a 
Certified Community Advocate 

 
     Judith is one of the Parent Leadership 

Coordinators and she has dedicated herself to 
community advocacy and organizing in Suffolk 
County……Thank You Judith! 
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                    MY STORY               
                                                                                                         
                                                                                    
 
                                                                                                         
                 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Gratitude Has a Face 
 
It is so rewarding when you encounter 
someone who is truly sincere and grateful; 
both at the same time!  Tracie C.is a ray of 
sunshine.  Her pleasantness and 
determination to satisfy her heart’s desire is 
evident when she speaks.  There is so much 

in store for Tracie and everyone at 
Connecting For Purpose is so thankful that  
You chose us as a contributor to your 
support network.    
 
                        
 
 
 
                                     
                                  

 
 
 

                     By Jeremy Jones 
 
Growing up I would watch talk shows where the 
topic of the day was domestic violence and told 
myself that would ever be me, but to my surprise 
I am a living testimony that there is life after 
death. Because of the years of violence I felt 
totally numb, dead inside. I recall my mother 
asking me “what happen to your smile” and I 
had no answer for her. I didn’t know how I got 
so deep into this relationship that kept me 
terrified day in and day out. There is nothing that 
I didn’t go through or experience when it comes 
the violence. 

 
Being a survivor I have come to recognize the 
levels of abuse. When I thought I had a handle 
on it, I didn’t. I would flash backs of incidents if 
I was in a particular place, smelled the cologne 
that he wore, certain foods, TV shows, etc. 
would cause me to freeze and anxiety would set 
in. I had (and may still have) some hidden 
memories that created walls preventing me from 
moving forward in areas of my life. I needed to 
feel safe enough to unlock my mind to start the 
healing process in order to live a purposeful life 
full of love for others but most important for 
myself. I have come to strongly believe that when 
you stay connected to the right source and group 
of people the healing process becomes a little 
easier.  
 
In the past several years I have found my voice 
and started sharing my story with others. I share 
with high school students to make them aware of 
the signs themselves and their peers. I share with 
medical students to help them become more 
sensitive to their patients and for victim/survivor 
to feel more comfortable. I share my story in 
communities because violence affects everyone. I 
share with anyone because my story could very 
well be someone else’s story. 
 
In the last ten years I have received several 
certificate of completion from a bible institute. 
Through Connecting for Purpose I have 
completed my 350 hours of training and received 
my CASAC-T certificate as well as my Recovery 
Coach certificate. I plan to enroll back in college 
to obtain a degree in Human Development. 
It has taken me a very long time to get to a place 
where I can look in the mirror and not see a 
victim but a survivor. I like the women I am 
becoming and loving her more and more every 
day. 
  
“As we are liberated from our own fear, our 
presence automatically liberates others.”  
                                    by Marianne Williamson  
 

 
 

Life is to Be Enjoyed through 
Connection! 

 
According to Dr. Emma Seppala, Social 
connection improves physical health and 
psychological well-being. One telling 
study showed that lack of social connection is 
a greater detriment to health 
than obesity, smoking and high blood 
pressure. On the the flip side, strong social 
connection leads to a 50% increased chance 
of longevity. 
 
Social connection strengthens our immune 
system (research by Steve Cole shows 
that genes impacted by social connection also 
code for immune function and 
inflammation), helps us recover from disease 
faster, and may even lengthen our life. People 
who feel more connected to others 
have lower rates of anxiety and depression. 
Moreover, studies show they also have 
higher self-esteem, are more empathic to 
others, more trusting and cooperative and, as 
a consequence, others are more open to 
trusting and cooperating with them. Social 
connectedness therefore generates a positive 
feedback loop of social, emotional and 
physical well-being.  

 
 
A landmark survey showed that lack of 
social connectedness predicts vulnerability 
to disease and death above and beyond 
traditional risk factors such as smoking, 
blood pressure, and physical activity! Eat 
your greens and exercise, yes, but don't 
forget to connect. 

 
 
 
 
 
People need to be connected and valued.  We 
really connected at Red Lobster in February.  It 
was enjoyable with Kenyetta, Pat, Jahnice, and 
others.  Oh and we cannot forget baby Kensley, 
Tatiana, and her grandma Judith.     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A landmark survey showed that lack of social 
connectedness predicts vulnerability to disease and 
death above and beyond traditional risk factors 
such as smoking, blood pressure, and physical 
activity! Eat your greens and exercise, yes, but 
don't forget to connect. 

 

http://www.sciencemag.org/content/241/4865/540.short
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/241/4865/540.short
https://www.psychologytoday.com/conditions/obesity
https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/smoking
http://www.plosmedicine.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pmed.1000316
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&es&source=web&cd=2&ved=0CCoQFjAB&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.psy.cmu.edu%2F%7Escohen%2FPressman%2C%20S.%2C%20Cohen%2C%20S.%2C%20Miller%2C%20G.%20E.%2C%20Rabin%2C%20B.%20S.%2C%20Barker.pdf&ei=MEk6UNb5Eo_yiQKRpIDYCQ&usg=AFQjCNEvGT-g2bkRGaffJn1_jyTquDCv-w&sig2=EPJx_7uDjUNDfUp8oK274g
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&es&source=web&cd=2&ved=0CCoQFjAB&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.psy.cmu.edu%2F%7Escohen%2FPressman%2C%20S.%2C%20Cohen%2C%20S.%2C%20Miller%2C%20G.%20E.%2C%20Rabin%2C%20B.%20S.%2C%20Barker.pdf&ei=MEk6UNb5Eo_yiQKRpIDYCQ&usg=AFQjCNEvGT-g2bkRGaffJn1_jyTquDCv-w&sig2=EPJx_7uDjUNDfUp8oK274g
http://people.healthsciences.ucla.edu/institution/personnel?personnel_id=45359
https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/genetics
http://pss.sagepub.com/content/14/4/320.abstract
http://psycnet.apa.org/index.cfm?fa=buy.optionToBuy&id=2001-07409-008
http://psycnet.apa.org/index.cfm?fa=buy.optionToBuy&id=2001-07409-008
https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/self-esteem
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=House%5Bauthor%5D%20AND%20Social%20relationships%20and%20health%20AND%201988
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The Author Connection 

Book Reviews 
      By Michelle Raysor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                
          Bishop Earnest. Robinson 
 
 

Attending the book review and book signing 
(Where Is My Father?) with Bishop Edward 
Robinson on Saturday March 11, 2017 was 
phenomenal.  The atmosphere was charged 
with excitement and expectation.  Of course 
any atmosphere Bishop Edward E. Robinson 
graces will be exciting.  His command of the 
subject matter was awe inspiring.    As the 
young men present sat with their eyes glued to 
every word that was released out of Bishop 
Robinson’s mouth, it was evident that they 
were sitting in front of someone truly admired.   
 
In a time when single parent households have 
increased significantly, and the sole provider in 
most cases is the “female head of household”,  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bishop Edward and Ebony Robinson 

According to Bishop Robinson, It is crucial that active 
father figures be identified to interrupt what would 
otherwise continue to perpetuate dysfunction in the 
home and in the lives of children and adolescents.  In 
Bishop Robinson’s expose of “Where is My Father?”  
he passionately calls attention to the overarching 
ramifications the lack of an active father in the home  
produces, as well as  how the negative impact 
continuous  over into their adult life, relationships,  and 
overall self-worth, resulting in a life ridden with a false 
sense of guilt.     
 
I love the book, here are a couple of sayings, “a 
mountain top experience does not exclude us from 
facing and dealing with our issues; “Don’t forget as 
fathers our voice carries”; “Fathers must speak from 
both places; the natural and the spiritual”.   You 
certainly will not be disappointed purchasing this  
Book.  I had a copy of the book shipped to my  
youngest brother in prison.  I expect a review from 
 him as well.  I encourage you to read the book and 
purchase one for someone that you know could  
benefit from transparency, authenticity, and honesty. 
Excellent job Bishop Ernest Robinson! 
      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Kim Love Jones, Author 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kim describes the key principles that lead to 
the best relationship ever, and past failures, 
criticism of self and others does not have to 
stop it. 

 
Pastor Cheri—Anne is assistant pastor of Kingdom  
Covenant Church in the Bronx, New York. In her 
 book “Prayer that Really Works she reinforces the  
position of great power given to us through prayer.   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Latoya is definitely on the watch list. This New 
York author is nestled in the “Big Apple,” and has 
great aspirations for her world of creative writing. 
She has authored five books and three others 
together with other authors. Latoya Chandler 
debuted under her very own Publishing Company, 
“Passion-Publications, LLC.” 
 
When Latoya is not writing or reading novels of 
romance and fictional persuasion she enjoys 
spending time with her family. Latoya has five 
loving children and dotes on her very patient 
better half..  Excellent job   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

    Latoya Chandler, Author 
 
 
  
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  Cheri-Anne Rougier, Author 

 



 

 

Get Ready For a Day of the Integration of “Body, Mind, and Spirit – “Total Health Matters” Conference 
 
 
 


